Click on the links below for images of the different types of fixtures for sample collection.

1. Drinking Fountain with Chiller
2. Drinking Fountain without Chiller
3. Bottle Filler / Dispenser
4. Sink
5. Pot Filler
6. Kitchen Kettle
7. Other – Refrigerator
8. Combo: Sink / Fountain
9. Combo: Fountain / Bottle Filler
1. Drinking Fountain with Chiller
2. Drinking Fountain without Chiller
3. Bottle Filler / Dispenser

Note: Not all water filters will remove lead. The filter must meet NSF/ANSI Standard 53 or 58. Filters must be replaced according to manufacturer instructions to ensure the filter continues to remove lead. Recommendations are listed in the product’s owner manual or on the product’s packaging.
4. Sink

Back to top
5. Pot Filler

Back to top
6. Kitchen Kettle

Source: [www.battenkillkitchen.org](http://www.battenkillkitchen.org)

7. Other – Refrigerator Dispenser

Note: Not all water filters will remove lead. The filter must meet NSF/ANSI Standard 53 or 58. Filters must be replaced according to manufacturer instructions to ensure the filter continues to remove lead. Recommendations are listed in the product’s owner manual or on the product’s packaging.
8. Combo: Sink / Fountain
9. Combo: Fountain / Bottle Filler

Note: Not all water filters will remove lead. The filter must meet NSF/ANSI Standard 53 or 58. Filters must be replaced according to manufacturer instructions to ensure the filter continues to remove lead. Recommendations are listed in the product’s owner manual or on the product’s packaging.